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SHAPE America
has HEART!

Write for Us!
Bring national attention to your
school by contributing to The
Pulse! Highlight the achievements
of your school’s Jump Rope For
Heart or Hoops For Heart event
in the Best Practices section, tell
us what’s happening locally in the
State Spotlight, or submit a lesson
plan or heartwarming feature
article.

Email articles to:
ytaji-farouki@shapeamerica.org

Contribute today!

Joint Projects Office • SHAPE America
1900 Association Drive • Reston, VA 20191
ytaji-farouki@shapeamerica.org • 800-213-7193

Jump Rope For Heart (JRFH) and Hoops For Heart (HFH) event coordinators
had a fantastic time during the SHAPE America National Convention & Expo in
Boston in March. The JRFH and HFH
program track included the following:
• A meeting of the National Joint
Projects Committee (made up of
12 volunteers appointed by SHAPE
America and the American Heart
Association) to discuss activities and plans for the coming year.
Continued on page 2

SHAPE America Has Heart
• A breakfast meeting with the
JRFH/HFH state leaders that
included a networking and
brainstorming session to discuss
tips and best practices.
• Five JRFH/HFH educational
sessions, including two jump rope
skill sessions, one HFH idea
exchange session, one health
education session, and one best
practice session presented by AHA
National Youth Market staff.
• VIP socials such as the SHAPE
America Leadership Social and the
annual US Games Jump Rope For
Heart and Hoops For Heart Social,
where JRFH/HFH coordinators
mixed and mingled.
• Recognition for the SHAPE
America JRFH/HFH Grant and
Recognition Award recipients at
the Professional Excellence Award
Ceremony and US Games Social.

(continued from page 1)

Take Action!
Save the Date: The 2018 SHAPE America Convention & Expo will be held in
Nashville from March 20th-24th. SHAPE America offers a limited number of
grants and awards to event coordinators that provide a stipend to help offset
the costs of registration and travel. For more information, visit: http://www.
shapeamerica.org/jump/recognition.
Interested in sharing information with
others about your JRFH or HFH event?
Submit a session proposal! We are looking for sessions that help to engage new
teachers and schools in JRFH/HFH, provide event best practices and tips for
building community involvement, and introduce skills or activities that can be
used on your event day. Deadline to submit is June 16, 2017. Please email Yasmeen
Taji-Farouki at YTaji-Farouki@shapeamerica.org if you have any questions.
• Outstanding performances
by the JRFH Demo teams from
New Hampshire, the “South
Londonderry Hip Hoppin’ Hawks”
from South Elementary School, and
the “Newmarket Hot Shots” from
Newmarket Elementary School.

• A Friday morning general session
full of heart, with a demonstration
by the “Newmarket Hot Shots” and
a check presented on behalf of the
AHA/SHAPE America partnership by
the AHA to SHAPE America JRFH/
HFH Recognition Awardees, Carmen
Plemmons and Nancy Janas!
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Announcing the

2017 SHAPE America JRFH/HFH
Award Winners
Each year, SHAPE America honors a few of its remarkable Jump Rope For Heart and Hoops For Heart coordinators with the SHAPE
America JRFH/HFH Grant and Recognition Awards. These individuals were recognized at the Professional Excellence Awards
Ceremony at the SHAPE America National Convention & Expo, where they were honored in front of peers for their dedication and
commitment to the Jump Rope For Heart and Hoops For Heart programs. Congratulations to all of the awardees!

In his own words:

JRFH/HFH Grant awardees:
The National Joint Projects Office awarded the following 10 JRFH/HFH
coordinators with $2,500 grants in recognition of their passion and contributions to the programs.
• Susan Braun, Cottonwood
Elementary School, Yakima, WA
• Moira Brookshire, Hudson
Elementary School, Hudson, NC
• Brooke Elnicky, Churchville
Elementary School, Churchville, NY
• Janet Fendos, Rogers Street
Academy, Milwaukee, WI
• Laurie Gaudreault, McElwain
Elementary School, Denver, CO
• Jaime Giangrosso, Cahaba
Elementary School, Trussville, AL
• Mike Ginicola, Nichols
Elementary School, Stratford, CT
• Jerri Jasumback, Pierce City
Central Elementary School,
Pierce City, MO

JRFH/HFH Recognition
Award Winners:
• Carmen
Plemmons,
Lake Murray
Elementary School,
Chapin, SC

“Today I received the
shipment of our US Games
equipment, which I ordered
using the JRFH grant gift
certificate. Some of my fifthgrade students were the first
to see all the new fun supplies.
They were so excited to use
the equipment and even wanted
to pose for a picture. Thank
you to SHAPE America and
Jump Rope For Heart for
providing equipment to
support quality physical
education at my school!”
Tim Mueller
JRFH/HFH Grant Awardee
Erin School,
Hartford, WI

• Nancy Janas,
Mountain View
Elementary School,
Marietta, GA

• Martin Margolis Jr., Walter J.
Mitchell Elementary School, La
Plata, MD
• Tim Mueller, Erin School,
Hartford, WI

Erin School fifth-graders pose for a
picture with their new equipment.
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How to Jump Rope!
It’s like baking a cake — you just have
to follow the recipe!

Julie Webb, JRFH Coordinator
Woodland Elementary School, Olathe, KS
Giving a kid a rope and telling them to jump is
unfair. They need to understand the steps it
takes to achieve the skill. Here is a simple
and easy “recipe” to help guide your
students through the beginning of your
jump rope curriculum. Take it one step at
a time and your students will be learning
fancy tricks in no time!
Hold the rope by the handles, one
in each hand, with your thumbs
pointing down and the rope in front of you. No
putting out a fire — the end of the rope pointing
out away from the body or thumbs up as if playing
video games.

#1

Start with a smile. Hold the rope up to make a big
wide smile. A skinny smile is too small and you
won’t fit. Then, step over the rope so the smile is
behind you.

#2

Bend your knees slightly and pull the ends of the
rope straight out in front of your body. Tap your
knuckles together and say “I’m ready!” This is
the ready position. Think about how this looks.
You should look like you are going to jump for distance
without a rope or like a skier going down the mountain. A
first-grader this week said the rope should make a ramp!

#3

Remember, no elephant ears! Elephant ears are
when you start the rope with your hands up by your
ears instead of the ready position. This makes it
harder to get the rope over your head.

#4
#5
#6

Pull your arms down and swing the rope, making a
rainbow over your head with the rope. The cues
should be: I’m ready! Down! Over!

No jumping yet! Let the rope hit the floor first and
make a “click” sound. Listen for the rope hitting the
floor. Beaded ropes are easier to hear than speed
ropes.

#7

Now you are finally ready to
jump! Remember to jump with
two feet and pull the rope under
your feet. The cues should be: I’m
ready! Down! Over! Click! Jump!

Make sure you use two feet.
Sometimes children want
to leap with one foot at a
time instead of jumping with
two feet, like a tip toe. If you are a
“runner” or a “tap dancer”, draw a bug on
the floor and make sure you are squashing
the bug with two feet every time!

#8

Keep the body straight and tall when
bringing the rope over the head and
jumping. Children will sometimes
bring the rope over their head and
then get a little nervous that the rope might hit
them and duck and bend over as the rope goes
to the floor. I call these the “duckers.” Practice
jumping and watching a clock. Follow the second
hand moving. If you can see the hand moving, then
you are staying nice and tall. Or jump with a friend and
make sure you can see his or her face.

#9

Sometimes children get so excited when they
are jumping that their arms start moving
away from their body and they look like a
“T.” Remember to keep your arms by your
side when you are jumping. The wrists should be
doing most of the work, not the arms. But sometimes
those wrists are lazy and don’t do their job. Think about
it, which is easier? To jump when your arms are beside your body and the rope is only two inches off the
ground or if your arms are sticking out and you have to
jump two feet off the ground? Practice jumping while
looking at a mirror. When you see your arms move up
into that T position, remind yourself to move them back
down by your side.

#10
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Tying it All Together
Ninja Belt Lesson Plan

National Standards

By Mike Ginicola, 2017 SHAPE America JRFH/HFH Grantee
Nichols Elementary School, Stratford, CT

Grades

I combined two great ideas for my
grades 2-6 Jump Rope For Heart
lessons this year:

• After that, review the Plickers magnet assessment system coupled
with the jump rope belt gamification.

1. Jump rope ninja gamification system

• Direct students to pick suitable
ropes after reviewing the correct
length and send them off with a
partner or two to start the learning.

Standards 1,3,4,5

2–6

Grade-Level Outcomes or
Performance Indicators

wS1.E3 Locomotor
wS1.E27 Manipulative
wS3.E2 Engages in physical
activity
wS4.E1 Personal responsibility
wS5.E3 Self-expression &
enjoyment

Lesson Objective

To develop jump rope skills using
a student-centered approach,
through student-directed practice
and self-assessment.

Materials

Short jump rope for each student
and either a whiteboard or chart
paper with an item for each
student to mark their learning
advancement (Post-it notes,
Plickers magnets, dry erase
markers).

Safety Considerations

Students should choose the
correct jump rope length and stay
in personal space when jumping.

Prior Knowledge

Students should know how to
choose an appropriate jump rope
and be able to use it to perform selfturned jumping.

Vocabulary

Endurance, cardiovascular,
stamina, jumping, variations,
routine, consecutive.

Students earn martial arts belts for
each level of success they achieve
based on rubrics for each (modifications needed for different grade
levels).

• As they complete a belt color’s
challenge, they go to the board and
place a magnet on that specific belt
paper. They move up the chain of
belts with each new success.

Game developed by Ryan Armstrong.
Follow him on Twitter! @RArmstrongPE

2. Mini-Plickers magnet assessment
system
Combine the ninja gamification system
with some SOLO taxonomy ideas by
creating small mini-Plickers magnets
that students can place at each ninja
belt after completing the specified skill
correctly. This not only kept students fully engaged the entire time, but allowed
me to assess each student’s skills.

• Students can modify as necessary.
Example: Students can use a hula
hoop instead of jump rope.

Assessment
• Each student answers a question
before placing their magnet on
each ninja belt to verify understanding of concepts. Sample
questions:
g “How long should the rope be?”
g “What body system(s) are you
improving by jumping rope?”
g “How does the height you jump
impact how long you can jump?”

Tip: I changed the A-B-C-D to 4-3-2-1 to
match our grading rubric.

Introductory Activities
Start the class with a quick instant
activity to get the body ready.

Lesson Focus
• Gather the students and have them
sit at “headquarters” to go over the
JRFH event and talk about students
or families impacted by heart issues.
• Teach the students which National
Standards & Grade-Level Outcomes
(GLOs) the activity fulfills.
Tip: I always have the SHAPE
America GLOs posted for each
lesson as I like to cover the “what,
why, how” each week so students
understand the purpose.

• At the end of the lesson scan each
student’s mini-Plicker magnets
to monitor progression and how
much each student learned.

Scoring System:
•
•
•
•

4 for reaching black or red belt
3 for brown and purple belt
2 for blue, green and orange
1 for white and yellow belt

Interested in seeing it all put together?
Check out this online video tutorial.
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JRFH/HFH Spotlight

Steven’s Story:

The Importance of Jump Rope For Heart
By Denise R. Brown, PE Teacher & JRFH Coordinator
Barcroft Elementary School, Arlington, VA
The 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio were
to all of my students. My participation
a spectacular event! I was particularly
in Jump Rope For Heart has helped me
impressed with how the young girls
deliver that message on a deeper level
and women competed with astonishing
with my students. This brings me to the
results. What they were able to achieve
story of a very special student of mine.
individually and as part of a team helped
Steven was born in 2007, weighing
propel them into the history books along
9 pounds and measuring 22 inches.
with their male counterparts.
However, shortly after he was born,
The incomparable Venus Williams
Steven developed breathing problems.
received her fifth Olympic medal in the
Soon afterward, Steven was hospitalized
mixed doubles competition while paired
and placed in ICU where he would
— for the first time — with Rajeev Ram.
remain while doctors worked to find
Katie Ledecky and Michael Phelps
the cause of his breathing issues. After
cruised past the competition in the
a week of tests, it was determined
pool. Teammate Simone Manuel swam
that Steven had a condition known as
her way to an individual bronze medal,
coarctation of the aorta. This condition
giving her the honor of being the first
is caused by a narrowing of the aorta,
African-American woman to win an
which makes the flow of oxygen and
Olympic swimming medal.
blood to the heart difficult. At just three
The women’s gymnastics team, better
months old, Steven required surgery to
known as the “Final Five,” mesmerized
repair his aorta. Even though treatment
Steven with PE teacher Denise Brown
the crowd as they backflipped to the
for this condition was successful, the
medal stand. Let us not forget the speed
condition requires careful monitoring
of Allyson Felix and Usain Bolt. Bolt
through adulthood.
Through Jump Rope For
achieved gold medal history and Felix
To me, Steven is a success story
Heart, Steven and children
became the most decorated female
because I have known him since birth
like him can lead healthy
Olympic medal winner in track and field
and I remember the outpouring of
history. Not to be outdone, the U.S.
love and prayers he received during
and productive lifestyles
men’s and women’s basketball teams
his recovery period. It gives me great
after heart surgery.
both won the gold. In the women’s
pleasure to see Steven thriving. Now, at
category, it would be their 10th Olympic
nine years old, this happy fourth-grader
medal, eight of them gold.
is doing just that. Swimming and running are just two activities
These are just a few examples of how hard work and
Steven enjoys and I enjoy seeing him play with his friends at
dedication can help one achieve the ultimate goal. How do
recess and during physical education.
these personal accomplishments relate to matters of the
Through Jump Rope For Heart, Steven and children like him
“heart”? Each of these athletes put their heart and soul into
can lead healthy and productive lives after heart surgery. I hope
reaching their goals; this includes establishing a strict workout the triumphs of the Olympic athletes serve as encouragement
routine and adopting healthy eating habits. In my teaching
for children of all ages to “get in the game” and make daily
career, I have had the pleasure of imparting this knowledge
physical activity and healthy eating an integral part of their lives.
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State Spotlights

One School, One
Mission, One
Great Cause!
Jeffrey Kaesshaefer & Richard Tait
South Mountain Elementary School,
South Orange, NJ

Making the Connection
Chris Behrens
Tibbets Elementary School, Elkhorn, WI

This year, Tibbets Elementary in Elkhorn,
WI, raised $29,265 for JRFH/HFH! This is
our second highest total ever. We created a
culture of caring for others and going above
and beyond for those in need.
I really feel that the success of our
program comes from the fact that the
students understand the meaning behind
the donations. Yes, they love the lanyards
and animals, but they understand that we
are saving lives (#lifeiswhy).
Tragically, in 2015 and 2016 we lost
two little girls and currently we have
students enrolled who have heart
conditions. This really sparked the
dedication the students have for Jump
Rope/Hoops For Heart.
To help keep things interesting, I created
some wonderful in-house incentives. This
year we had 100 students who raised more
than $150 and won a chance to throw a
“pie” in a teacher’s face. In addition, the
class that raises the most in each grade

“(The students) love the
lanyards and animals,
but they understand that
we are saving lives.”
level receives an extra physical education
(PE) class, and the student who raises
the most in each grade level gets to be my
assistant for a day. Another fun incentive is
the principal swap — the principal and vice
principal teach PE for a day and I become
the principal!
This year we had a new incentive. If the
school raised more than $20,000, I would
sleep on the roof. In the next couple weeks,
we are going to have a bonfire where kids
can come by, hang out, have s’mores, and
at the end of the night, I will sleep on the
roof! The Tibbets community has backed
us up in this effort and the Tibbets family
should receive all the credit.

The children at South Mountain
Elementary School in South Orange,
NJ, went on a mission to raise money
for the American Heart Association by
participating in Jump Rope For Heart.
We were very proud of our students
for being so passionate about the
Jump Rope For Heart program. Many
students shared heartfelt stories about
relatives who have been challenged
with heart disease or other heart conditions. Students loved that they had
the power to help! They rallied family
and friends to help raise money for
this cause, and after three weeks they
raised just over $26,000.
We never expected to raise such a
large amount of money, but were not
surprised considering the passion
of our students. We also love that in
addition to raising money for a lifesaving program, the students had an
opportunity to improve their fitness by
participating in all of the fun jump rope
challenges. Students will constantly
hear us say, “If you leave a sweaty
mess, then PE was a success!”
Congratulations to South Mountain
School for a very successful Jump
Rope For Heart program!
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State Spotlights

Just Kids Jump Rope For Heart?
No! We ALL Jump Rope For Heart
Jaime Giangrosso
2017 SHAPE America JRFH Grant Winner & PE Teacher
Cahaba Elementary School, Trussville, AL
At Cahaba Elementary, we believe that Jump
Rope For Heart is a family event! We work hard to
save lives not only across America, but especially
here in Trussville, AL. Students email or bring in
names of family members who they would like to
honor as they jump, and we post the names on our
“Cahaba Jumps For…” wall. We advertise JRFH on
our school’s entrance sign as an encouragement for
others to jump rope. Cahaba also hosts a family jump
day on the last day of our event. Family members
and teachers come into the gym during the students’
physical education class and we all jump together. We
show off jumping skills while listening to fun music,
and learn some healthy heart habits. We all look forward to our amazing event every year!

Sweet Idea to Raise Money for JRFH
Margaret Beuter
Joint Projects Coordinator, Iowa, AHPERD

Savannah and Lauren Pisarik from
Shimk Elementary School in Iowa City
told their mother they wanted to help
the American Heart Association by
selling something. After brainstorming
a bit they decided to sell cookies, since
Valentine’s Day was going to coincide
with their school’s annual Jump Rope
For Heart event held by PE teacher
Joe Graf. It was important to the girls
because their maternal grandfather,
Aubrey Burkett, passed away at the
age of 36 due to congenital heart disease. Their oldest sister, Aubrey, 15, is
named after him.
Their mother Rachael posted a video
on Facebook about heart disease and
offered to deliver a dozen Valentine
cookies with each $20 donation to the
American Heart Association. Everyone

Looking for a healthy cookie recipe?
These “Bearymelon Cookies”
should do the trick!

PE teacher Joe Graf with Savannah (age 11)
and Lauren (age 7).
who knows Rachael knows her cookies
are the best. The girls made 23 dozen
cookies and had to quickly post “SOLD
OUT” when their little kitchen reached
its limit. The girls loved making the
cookies and delivering them as well.
They were delivered with a smile and a
big “thank you.”

The girls earned more than $500 for
Shimek Elementary and were excited it
was so successful. They loved making
the cookies and would like to do it again
next year. Their little sister Gabrielle, 4,
helped as well. They learned that they
can bake and freeze the cookies ahead
of time so they can accommodate more
orders. They also learned that many
friends were willing to donate the money without a cookie order.
Thank you to the Pisarik family for making this a great lesson not only for your
family but for sharing it with our fellow
educators!
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50 Million Strong:

Advancing the Vision Through JRFH & HFH
By Kris Fritz
Lifelong SHAPE America Member & JRFH Event Coordinator
Last summer, I attended a keynote session as part of a professional development opportunity in Wisconsin where SHAPE
America president-elect Judy LoBianco challenged us to
“Unleash Your Inner Champion Through Moral Courage.” In a
nutshell, her address was about “doing the right thing regardless of the consequences.” She encouraged the audience to
devote their time and passion — and
make a commitment — to all children.
As the school year winds down, now
is an excellent time to reflect upon all
the great examples of true champions
shown during the Olympics this past
summer. These Olympians took the necessary steps to accomplish their goals
and become champions. Now it’s our turn! Let’s examine what
it takes to become champions for our youth, as leaders in the
field of health and physical education.
As health and physical educators, we need to take our experiences and combine them with the knowledge shared and
learned from colleagues to develop an action plan that will yield
champions within SHAPE America — guiding children toward
a variety of healthy practices that will hopefully form lifelong
healthy habits.

50 Million Strong at Sheboygan Early Learning Center
Last spring, in a combined effort to celebrate National PE &
Sport Week and to help reach 50 Million Strong, I engaged
my preK Sheboygan Early Learning Center (ELC) students in
the 4-year-old version of “Road to Rio.” Foam hurdles, fencing
with noodles, cycling on trikes, soccer, field hockey, equestrian
galloping around cones, rhythmical gymnastics, and kayaking
with noodles supported heart health by actively engaging children in multiple activities. Likewise, this event provided cognitive learning and offered fun for all. Children marched with the
“torch” and flags of nations and promised to follow the rules,
respect others, and have fun before participating physically.
This was one example illustrating how teachers can advance
the goal of 50 Million Strong.

Connect with Parents
Most schools have some form of parent communication (hard
copy or online), which teachers use to relay messages. As a
PE teacher, take the opportunity to connect. Below is a sample
of my outreach from December:
• Heart disease is a primary killer in the U.S. It can be

Join the conversation
on the SHAPE America
members-only online
community.
prevented by engaging in a physically active lifestyle and
with good nutrition. Please participate with your child during
the ELC–American Heart Association Gingerbread Run
and donate financially to support AHA during our all-school
Gingerbread House-Making Event.

Become a Heart Hero
At ELC, most children have not yet mastered the skill of jumping rope. However, that did not stop us from creating a hearthealthy fundraising event! Our JRFH event combined cognitive
awareness of what makes a healthy heart with fundamental
loco-motor skills (tip toe, march, slide, gallop, run, etc.) while
“moving for Heart” around a preset course illustrating all parts
of the book Gingerbread Run. Last year, while I was conducting this all-school, parent-child event, I discovered an older
sibling running with his 4-year-old sister. Not so unusual, until
I was told by the parent the other sibling had successful heart
surgery in late August! Moments like these really tie together
the beauty and meaning of the JRFH events. When asked
why I take the time to hold these events, moments like the one
above are my “this is why.”

Stronger Together
Currently, I am engaged in a special PE Buddies project with
my Head Start class. I recruited 12 seniors from neighboring
South High School. The high school seniors come on Tuesdays
to Play, Learn, Grow with my students during PE. Hopefully by
2029, when my preK students are seniors in high school, they
will remember this experience and be prepared to pay it forward – 50 Million children, “stronger together” for the relationships developed with their PE Buddies.
As we move into another school year, please accept the challenge set forth by Judy LoBianco to “do the right thing” and put
in the time to conduct at least one JRFH/ HFH event to help
reach 50 Million Strong. Doing so will make everyone’s hearts
a little happier and healthier!
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SHAPENashville
#SHAPENashvil e

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
CALL FOR PROPOSALS

March 20–24
March 20–24

Submit your proposal online
at shapeamerica.org.
Submission Deadline: June 16, 2017

#SHAPENashville

#SHAPENashville
SHAPE America has dedicated sessions for JRFH and HFH.
your
proposal
Submit Submit
your proposal
to be
included inonline
this track!
at shapeamerica.org.
Submit
your
proposal
online.
Submit
your proposal
online
at June
shapeamerica.org
Submission
Deadline:
16, 2017
at shapeamerica.org.
Submission Deadline: June 16, 2017
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